
Python OOPS Interview Questions

1. Write a code to show multiple inheritance in Python

Answer:

class Parent1:

deffirst_parent(self):

print(‘This is first parent class’)

class Parent2:

defsecond_parent(self):

print(‘This is second parent class’)

classChildClass(Parent1, Parent2):

defchild_class (slef):

print(‘This is child class’)

obj = ChildClass()

obj.first_parent()

obj.second_parent()

obj.child_class()

2. What is the use of super()?

super() is used as a temporary object of the parent class, in a child class.

Using super(), the child class can refer to any method of the parent class.

3. What are new and override modifiers?

new modifiers state the compiler to run a new function and not use the one from the base class.

override modifier instructs to run the base class version of a class and not create a new one.

This reduces unnecessary repetitions of writing codes.



4. What are abstract methods?

Abstract methods are declarations of methods without proper implementation. The
implementation is done when inherited into child classes and defined.

5. What is a Class variable?

Class variables are accessible in all instances of the class. In the python class, Class variables are
defined at the beginning of the class. If a class variable changes in one instance, its effect is in
the class variable of the other instance. We can access class variables outside the class also, to
access it use the class name and class variable name

6. What is new method in Python?

The new method creates the instance of a class. It will use to control the creation of a new
instance of the class. It allocates memory for the object. The instance variables of an object need
memory to hold it. This method will be called at the time of object creation. The new method
accepts a type as the first argument and returns a new instance of that type. The new method will
be used to control the creation of a new instance. The new method returns the new instance to
called class.

class Student():

def __new__(cls):

print("We are in new method")

return super(Student, cls).__new__(cls)

def __init__(self):

print("We are in init method")

student = Student()

print(student)



7. What is the difference between new and init in python?

Init new
init method is used to initialize the instance
variables after the class instance created by a
new method.

new method creates the instance of a class. It
uses to control the creation of a new instance.

init method initializes the variables of the
object.

new method allocates memory for the object.
The instance variables of an object need memory
to hold it.

init method will be called to initialize the
object

new method will be called when an object is
created.

init accepts an instance as the first argument
and sets the instance variables.

new accepts a type as the first argument and
returns a new instance of that type.

init method is suitable for mutable types.
The new method is suitable for use with mutable
and immutable types.

8. What are the different types of Methods in Python?

There are 3 different types of methods in the class. All the class activities are performed using all
these methods.

• Instance Methods

• Class Methods

9. What is Inheritance in Python?

In inheritance, the new class is to be derived from the existing class. By inheritance, the variables
and methods of the existing class are accessible in the new class. All classes in python are
derived from the object class. When we create a Python class, internally the object class becomes
the superclass. The main advantage of inheritance is code accessibility.

class Student(object):

pass

class Student:

pass



10. What is Constructor Overriding in Python?

If we write a constructor in both the classes then the child class can’t access the constructor of a
parent class. In such a case only child class constructor is available i.e. child class constructor
replaces parent class constructor. Constructor Overriding is used when the existing constructor
has to be modified.

class University:

def __init__(self):

self.name = 'Yele University'

print("You are in University Class Constructor")

class College (University):

def __init__(self):

self.name = 'Yale School of Medicine'

print('You are in college Class Constructor')

def show(self):

print('College class instance method:',self.name)

college = College()

college.show()

11. What is Super Method in Python?

If we write a constructor in both the classes then the parent class constructor is not available in
the child class. In such a case, the child class constructor replaces the parent class constructor. If
we want to access the parent class constructor then we have to use the super method.

12. What is Polymorphism in Python?

The polymorphism, poly meaning many, and morphos meaning forms. If there is a different
behavior according to a variable or method situation, then it is called Polymorphism. Given
below are 3 different types of Polymorphism.



• Duck Typing

• Operator Overloading

• Method Overriding

13. What is Strong Typing in Python?

When an object is passed in strong typing, then it is checked whether the method is present or
not in that object. Using Python’s hasattr() function, you can check whether the method is
present in the passed object.

14.hat is Method Overriding in Python?

If we write the same name method in child class and parent class then a method of parent class is
not accessible in child class. In such a case, the method of the child class replaces the method of
the parent class. Method overriding is used when we have to change the existing behavior of the
program.

15. What is Interface in Python?

Python does not have an explicit interface concept like other languages such as Java. The
interface in python is that there is only an abstract method in an abstract class and there is no
concrete method.

16. What is the difference between Abstract Class vs Interface?

An abstract class has abstract methods as well as concrete methods but all methods in an
interface are abstract methods. We use abstract class when all the objects share common features
whereas we use interface when all the features are implemented differently for different objects.
It is the programmer’s responsibility to write a child class in an abstract class, while any
third-party vendor can write a child class in the interface. The interface is slow as compared to an
abstract class.



17. What is the difference between instance, class and static method in python?

Instance method Class method Static method

Instance methods are the
most common type of
method in python classes.

The class of the object
instance is implicitly passed
as the first argument
instance of self.

Neither self (object instance) nor
cls(the class) is implicitly passed as
the first argument.

The instance method takes
self(instance details) as an
argument.

A class method is like an
instance method in that it
takes an implicit first
argument as cls

It is like a module-level function.
They behave like plain functions
except that you can call them from an
instance or the class.

A function that has the first
argument as self.

Functions that have the first
argument as a class name.

Simple functions with no self/cls
argument

Can be called through the
class.

Can be called through the
class and instance method.

Can be called through the class and
instance method.

18. How to define Encapsulation in python?

Python has encapsulation which we use in class. There is no access control to access private and
public attributes in a python class. Single and double underscores are used for naming
conventions in python classes. The single underscore variable is called private and accessing it
directly should be avoided. Double underscore attributes are also private, which python mangles
to hide the attribute name.

19. What is a Enumerations in python?

The base class for enums is Enum. To create an enumeration we need to subclass it. Each
member of an enumeration has a type of enumeration class itself. Enums are callables, and we
can look up a member by value by calling the enumeration.

20. What is The __del__ Method in python?

The del method is called before the object is about to be garbage collected. This is sometimes
called the finalizer. It is sometimes referred to as the destructor, but that’s not really accurate
since that method does not destroy the object – that’s the Garbage Collector’s responsibility – del
just gets called prior to the GC destroying the object.


